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The latest environmental and safety 
information for the grain and feed industry

Ladder Safety

New OSHA Walking and Working Surfaces Rule  
To Impact 2019 Construction Projects

Fixed ladders are a necessity in the grain and feed industry to access heights. Almost every 
facility has a dozen or more ladders in use. In the past, OSHA required all fixed ladders over 
20’ to have a safety cage. The safety cage was considered the fall protection for those ladders. 
However, OSHA’s revised Walking and Working Surfaces Rule (WWS) has changed how fall 
protection is incorporated into ladders. The safety cage is no longer considered fall protection. 
Instead, a ladder climbing device (personal fall arrest system) must be installed. All new  
construction projects for 2019 will have to comply with the following requirements.

New WWS height requirements: Fall protection is required on all      
   ladders 24’ in height or higher (old rule 20’)

After November 19, 2018
New type of fall protection: All new fixed ladders must have a ladder  
climbing device (personal fall arrest system) installed. Cages alone are no 
longer considered fall protection.

Ladder repair or replacement: All existing fixed ladders that need   
repaired or replaced must have a ladder climbing device (personal fall  
arrest system) installed.

As of November 19, 2036:
 Existing fixed ladder modification: All fixed ladders over     
 24’ with cages must be modified with a ladder    
 climbing device (personal fall arrest system) installed.
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Left: Any new fixed ladders over 24’ tall installed after November 19, 
2018, must have a ladder climbing device like this where workers must 
wear a full body harness connected to a cable or pipe fall system. 

Bottom Left: Close up of a ladder sleeve, which features a primary and 
secondary locking system to ensure that a fall is arrested within inches. 
Must be used on any new ladders installed after November 19, 2018.

Ladder Safety System Fall Arrest Guidelines 

• Only use full-body harnesses that are equipped with front 
or hip D-ring attachments. 

• Inspect all fall protection equipment prior to each use.  
Immediately report any damaged equipment to your  
supervisor or instructor.

• Never use defective fall protection equipment.

• Attach or tie-off any tools or equipment, including your 
hard hat, to your body when you need to transport items up 
or down the ladder.

• Attach the front or hip D-ring to the carrier connection 
prior to ascending or descending the ladder. 

• Ensure the connections are compatible and secure and the 
snap hook is closed and locked.

 
• Disconnect from the ladder safety device to exit the ladder 

only after you are stable. 

• Never detach from the ladder safety system during an   
ascent or descent of the ladder until you are prepared to 
exit the ladder.

• Allow the carrier connection to lead you down.  
Climbing down out of position will cause the carrier   
connection mechanism to lock onto the carrier. 

• Move upward slightly to release the carrier connection 
should it lock.  

• Never use the ladder climbing body harness for attachment 
to fly, tension, and other types of fall protection systems 
that require body harness D-ring attachment at the back of 
the harness. Change body harnesses prior to attaching to 
another type of fall protection system.    
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This type of stair system wraps around the 
bin and is compliant today and in the future. 

All fixed ladders, 
including legs must 
comply with the 
Walking and 
Working Surfaces 
Rule. This is a 
suitable 
replacement for a 
fixed ladder that 
will comply with 
the new Walking 
and Working  
Surfaces rule.

This existing ladder can be used in its current  
configuration until November 19, 2036. After that 
date, it must be removed or modified to meet the  
Walking and Working Surfaces Rule.

Photo Credit: Gravitec Systems Inc.
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Basic Fixed Ladder Safety
Falls in general have been the number two cause of fatalities in the grain industry for a long time. In the last year, 
the Illinois grain industry has seen two fixed ladder fatalities. It’s important to remember that ladders are tools. 
Many of the basic safety rules that apply to most tools also apply to the safe use of a ladder. 

Follow theses guidelines to help prevent falls and injuries:

•   If you feel tired or dizzy, or are prone to losing your balance, stay off the ladder. Users who tire easily or       
    who have physical limitations that inhibit safe climbing such as fainting and/or using medication or 
    prescription drugs which may cause physical impairment are not permitted to use fixed ladders.

•   Do not use ladders in high winds or storms.

•   Wear clean, slip-resistant shoes. Shoes with leather soles are not appropriate for ladder use since they are     
         not considered sufficiently slip-resistant. Flat-soled shoes are not appropriate foot wear. Footwear with   
         heels is mandatory when climbing fixed ladders.

•   Wearing greasy or slippery gloves and/or footwear is not permitted during climbing.

•    Steps, rungs, gripping surfaces and platforms must be kept free of oil, grease or slippery materials. When      
          ice or frost conditions are present, the ladder must not be used.

•    Only one person at a time is permitted on a ladder, unless the ladder is specifically designed for more than       
          one climber (such as a Trestle Ladder).

•    Never jump or slide down from a ladder or climb more than one rung/step at a time.

Walking and Working Surfaces Rule Compliance Checklist
Source: Industrial Safety & Hygiene News; Fixed ladder safety: What to know before OSHA 2018 deadline

Making sense of the new rules combined with a fast-approaching effective date may have safety managers 
questioning what to do to ensure compliance with CFR 1910. Here are some practical answers:

DO install a ladder safety system or Personal Fall Arrest Systems (PFAS) for new and existing fixed ladders 
that extend more than 24 feet. 

DON’T install new cages or wells as a fall arrest system after the November 2018 deadline. Existing cages or  
wells should be replaced leading up to November 18, 2036 – that’s when the remaining rule for CFR 1910  
takes effect, which will eliminate all cages and wells in favor of ladder safety systems or PFAS. Starting to 
build all systems now with a ladder safety system or PFAS makes logical sense from a protective 
standpoint, as well as help employers meet the fast-approaching requirement. 

DO install a ladder safety system or PFAS on any replaced section of an existing fixed ladder, cage, or well 
to maintain legal compliance. Better, get ahead of the 2036 deadline and replace them now with new ladder 
safety systems or PFAS. 


